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Since that time, Bengali drama has become popular.n Friends, today I
brought a huge collection of Bengali dramas by various writers, such as .

And . I'm sure you've already read them. But the real collection, as I
said, is the great Bengali-English collection, to which I will return

periodically. Today I will introduce you to a book that was published this
year by the Azbuka publishing house in the Endless Story series. For
those who haven't read it, this is a book about Britain, about the royal

family, about Winston Churchill, and about other heroes of British
folklore. All in all, a very funny book. Both funny and sad at the same
time. Especially sad. It is a pity that when the heroes have fun, it turns
out to be a tragedy. Therefore, in the book (or cartoon, as you prefer)

there are victims, and everything is so sad. What am I talking
about?Here's about it: That the poor cow could live Not thinking about

the delights of rural life, Because she dreamed of becoming a queen And
she became just a bride (i.e. a princess), And a very big and fat cow is

just a cow. And this possibility should still be recognized as invalid. Yes,
I know that we have farms in Russia today, and, probably, even

cowsheds - those where cows are driven out to graze on the grass. And
that there are biofactories and even pig farms - those ABOUT!

Indiscreet thoughts scattered. There is nothing in the world What could
be proud of Englishman Roderick Knighton! Alas, in England (as well as
in Scotland, Wales, Ireland) you will not meet cows. Only horses. They
also ride. But there are very few of them, and they are mostly driven by
dads who have good reasons for doing so. Because of this, the English,
who can afford to live in the countryside and ride horses, make up all
these legends that the British love so much. Fairy tales do have some

truth to them. In any case, in "Romeo and Juliet", for example, some dog
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was probably present, which was the cause of the death of lovers. The
cow is completely different. Also, a cow is not just a cow, but Lord

Hollowe's cow
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